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Victor Sainz()
 
My name is Victor Lee Sainz I'm 30 years old and I'm from Deming NM, the land
of Enchantment I have been writing since highschool I hope you enjoy my work.
I hope to grow, inspire, & change hearts and minds with my writing & poetry
then maybe one day the world.Live so free that your very existence becomes an
act of rebellion! ! !



Balance
 
Between Anarchy & peace you will find balance.
 
Victor Sainz



The Forgotten & The Forest.
 
First to answer, last to leave, always there In time of Need, no matter the
Circumstamce Whenever they Call i answer And ride to aid at Gallant speed. in
Return Im always forgetten by so Called allies & Friends when need is dire &
Desperate indeed & I was forgetten in The Desert Lost in the sands of Time to
Eternity by so Called friends & allies from Once upon a time in a Fairy tale never
told or Seen.......
            
 
                             
  Into the forest, I go to lose my mind and find my soul. Into the forest, I go
following the trail of my ancestors forged long ago Into the forest, I go dancing
with danger staying one step ahead of the wolves in toe Into the forest, I go to
witness the legendary sunrise from the myths of old. Into the forest, I go to
climb the highest peaks covered in snow & swim the magnificent rivers below.
Into the forest, I go to find the hidden places forgotten by man long ago. Into
the forest I go to become one with nature. And forget Civilization's woes. Into
the forest I go to find the balance. & harmony That so many have sought and
few will ever know. Into the forest, I go to lose my mind and finally find my
soul......
 
Victor Sainz


